Supplemental Digital Content 1
Supplementary methods
Data extraction for the CC-HIC database
The data pipeline for the Critical Care Health Informatics Collaborative (CC-HIC) database has
been published previously [1], and will be briefly described here. Data were extracted from the
electronic health records (EHR) of each ICU (intensive care unit) using bespoke scripts for
automated extraction, supplemented by manual extraction if needed. Data were transformed into a
custom XML-based format for each ICU to transmit their data to the coordinating centre. This study
includes data extracted from Phillips Healthcare and Epic systems, and there is no barrier to
extraction from other EHR systems. Future versions of the database will require data to be
submitted using HL7 FHIR (Health Level 7 – Fast Healthcare Interoperable Resources,
https://www.hl7.org/fhir/), which is a widely adopted international messaging standard for health
records.
At the coordinating centre, the XML collection files were checked for quality and completeness,
and transformed into a relational database for ease of querying.

Selection of valid critical care episodes for the study
The period of observation for each patient was the ICU admission (‘spell’). The CC-HIC data
contains spell-level data items (such as patient demographics, admission and discharge details, and
ICNARC diagnoses) and repeated measures for longitudinal data (such as clinical measurements
and laboratory data). We used the NHS number to link together ICU admissions that were for the
same patient. We excluded patients without a valid NHS number (such as foreign or private
patients), as we would not be able to link their admissions together. Some ICU admissions involved
patients being moved from one physical ICU to another, and this may be recorded as two separate
ICU admissions. We therefore merged together ICU admissions (spells) with fewer than 6 hours
between them. This also enabled ICU spells in different CC-HIC hospitals in different Trusts to be
linked together, and appear as one admission in our dataset. Each admission was attributed to the
site that the patient was admitted to at the start of the admission.
We removed ICU admissions for patients who were aged under 18 at admission, and those with
missing sex or cause of death. We excluded incomplete ICU episodes (patients still admitted at the
end of the data collection, for whom the outcome was unknown). We excluded ICU admissions
where the start and end dates / time overlapped with another admission, as this was likely to
indicate an error in the admission dates.
We used data only when the centres were submitting high quality data, as assessed on completeness
of SOFA metrics and other parameters. This was assessed by evaluating the completeness of
recording of each of the physiological and treatment measures used in SOFA scores over calendar
time for each unit. Systematic deficiency in one of these implied that data was not being recorded
appropriately, and that period of time was excluded for that unit. The periods of time during which
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high quality data was being submitted by each unit is documented in sTable 1 (Supplementary
Digital Content 2).
Demographic variables such as age, admission category, discharge status were completely recorded,
and admissions with any of these parameters missing were excluded from analysis.

Creation of repeated measures dataset
We created an analysis dataset with each longitudinal variable sampled once per hour. We used
these values to calculate the SOFA component scores each hour, as described below. The overall
SOFA score, antibiotic usage and sepsis status were calculated for each 24 hour time period from
the time of admission (described as an ‘day’ of ICU admission, which would in most cases straddle
two calendar days). We assumed that SOFA scores were zero prior to ICU admission, as per
recommendations on the implementation of the sepsis-3 definition which suggests the “baseline
SOFA score can be assumed to be zero in patients not known to have pre-existing organ
dysfunction” [3].

Missing data
Physiological parameters were recorded according to clinical need and were not necessarily present
within every 24 hour period. We excluded patients with data for fewer than 3 SOFA dimensions
recorded in the first 24 hours. In the dataset used for analysis, the missingness of recording of
physiological parameters in the first 24 hours was as follows: maximum heart rate 0.6%, MAP
<0.1%, FiO2 8.2%, SpO2 0.2%, PaO2 6.1%, P:F ratio 9.9%, GCS, 5.1%, creatinine 4.2%, platelets
4.1%, bilirubin 16.6%. ICNARC admission diagnosis was missing in 0.7%.

Implementation of SOFA score
We calculated the SOFA component scores as per the definition of Vincent et al., with a few
modifications. We considered each component score to be zero if there were no data recorded to
allow calculation of the SOFA component in a 24 hour period. We used the worst SOFA component
value in each 24 hour period to calculate the summary score.
Cardiovascular: The cardiovascular component of the SOFA score is defined using mean arterial
pressure and the need for vasopressors to maintain adequate blood pressure. Vasopressor use was
defined in terms of dosages of dopamine, epinephrine, norepinephrine and dobutamine. Some
centres used the drug vasopressin as a vasopressor agent, so we allocated a cardiovascular SOFA
score of 4 for patients administered vasopressin at any dose.
Norepinephrine was the most commonly used vasopressor agent, and in some patients it was used
for a brief period of time and may not have been strictly necessary. We carried out a sensitivity
analysis ignoring administrations of norepinephrine that lasted fewer than 6 hours.
Respiratory: The respiratory SOFA component was calculated using the calculated PaO2 / FiO2
ratio and the use of ventilatory support.
Renal: Urine output was not reliably recorded electronically so it was not used for the calculation
of this score, instead it was based solely on creatinine measurements.
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Coagulation: The coagulation SOFA component was calculated from the platelet count, as per the
original description.
Central nervous system: The neurological SOFA component was calculated according to the
glasgow coma score (GCS). GCS may be affected by sedative medication, and the original paper
describing the SOFA score stated “it is not clear whether the actual or the assumed (in the absence
of sedative / relaxant drugs) should be used, so that it was decided to include both, at least initially”
[4].
Therefore in the main analysis we used all GCS measurements whether or not the patient was
receiving sedative medication. This could have resulted in some false positive physiological
deteriorations, when the neurological SOFA score increased because of a change in sedative
medication rather than a pathological reason. We carried out a sensitivity analysis in which GCS
values on sedative medication were ignored. We assumed that the sedative effect lasted for 24 hours
from a record of administration; if there were no GCS measurements off sedation during a 24 hour
period it was assumed to be normal.
Liver: The liver SOFA component was calculated from the bilirubin measurement, as per the
original description.

Antibiotic use
We used medication administration data to identify use of antibiotics during each 24 hour period.
An antibiotic was considered to be ‘on’ during a 24 hour period if the administration occurred
within the 24-hour period or within 12 hours before the start of the 24-hour period.
We classified antibiotics according to the ‘ranking’ scale proposed by Braykov et al. [5], which
represents their activity against drug-resistant organisms. Rank 1 antibiotics are narrow spectrum
(e.g. 1st and 2nd generation cephalosporins, amoxicillin); rank 2 are broad spectrum (e.g. 3rd
generation cephalosporins, macrolides, fluoroquinolones and co-amoxiclav); rank 3 are extended
spectrum (e.g. anti-pseudomonal penicillins, vancomycin); and rank 4 are restricted use (e.g. antipseudomonal carbapenems and colistin) [5].
‘Antibiotic escalation’ was defined as an increase in the maximum rank of out of all current
antibiotics from one 24 hour period to the next, or an increase in the number of antibiotics
prescribed with the same maximum rank. For the purpose of applying the Sepsis-3 criteria, we
defined ‘infection’ as a new course of antibiotics or an escalation in antibiotic therapy, with at least
one antibiotic given intravenously.

Implementation of sepsis-3 and septic shock definitions
We defined a new sepsis episode as a 24 hour period during which a new antibiotic administration
occurred or the antibiotic rank increased, with at least one of the antibiotics being given
intravenously, and the SOFA score increased by at least 2 points between the previous and current,
current and subsequent, or previous and subsequent 24 hour periods. We assumed that the SOFA
score was zero prior to admission to ICU.
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We considered that any antibiotic use on the day of ICU admission for elective surgical patients was
prophylactic, and did not classify these patients as having sepsis even if they had a high SOFA
score. However, if they subsequently required antibiotic escalation with a rise in SOFA score, they
were classified as having sepsis.
We defined a 72 hour period after a sepsis episode during which another sepsis episode could not be
identified, as it was likely to be part of the same episode rather than a new infection.
Septic shock was defined as a sepsis episode with cardiovascular SOFA score 3 or greater (i.e. using
vasopressors) and a maximum lactate in a 24-hour period of 2 mmol/L. We assumed that
vasopressors were administered if required to maintain a mean arterial pressure ≥ 65 mmHg,
assuming adequate fluid administration.

Program code
The analysis code is deposited at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4089003
The program tree contains the following folders:
•

config – YAML files with lookup tables and configuration information. This folder should
also contain a ‘config/config.R’ script which sets up the environment for analysis. This file
is not included in the Zenodo archive as it is very specific for the safe haven environment in
which the analysis was carried out.

•

prep – scripts to extract data from the CC_HIC database and prepare the master dataset for
analysis

•

analysis – scripts to produce tabular and graphical outputs from the master dataset

The script ‘master.R’ runs the entire analysis.
The code uses custom R packages ‘ccfun’ and ‘ccdata’.
The ccfun package contains functions for the calculation of organ-specific SOFA scores. It is
available from https://github.com/CC-HIC/ccfun.
The ccdata package contains the full CC_HIC data dictionary and is available from
https://github.com/CC-HIC/ccdata.
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